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(University	  of	  Illinois	  at	  Urbana-‐Champaign)	 Kiyoshi	  Yagi	  and	  So	  Hirata	  

	  
[序]	 非調和振動状態計算は，厳密解を与える Full	   CI 計算を除き，座標系の取り方
に依存する．現在，座標系には基準座標が最もよく用いられるが，基準座標が必ず

しも厳密解への速やかな収束を与えるとは限らない．基準座標は 2 次のモード間カ
ップリングを消すが，非調和カップリングを小さくする保証はないからである．例

えば，非局在化した基準座標より局在化座標の方が X-‐H伸縮振動モード（X	  =	  O,	  N,	  C）
の振動状態を良く記述できることが昔から知られている[1,2]．しかし，任意の系に
対し最適な振動座標を求める方法はこれまでになかった．	  
	 本研究において，我々は vibrational	   SCF	   (VSCF)エネルギーを座標変換に対して最
小化することで振動座標を求める新しい方法を開発した．この方法では，調和ポテ

ンシャルにより相互作用する振動子に対して基準座標が得られ，一方，相互作用の

ない非調和振動子（2 原子分子）の集合に対して各振動子に局在化した振動座標が
得られる．すなわち，本方法は 2 つの極限において厳密解が容易に得られる座標系
を与える．従って，一般の分子系でも良い座標系が得られることが期待できる．得

られた座標を用いて vibrational	  CI	   (VCI)計算を実施し，従来の基準座標に基づく計算
よりも速やかに厳密解へと収束することを示す．	  
	  
[方法]	 振動回転相互作用を無視すると，振動ハミルトニアンは基準座標 Q により
以下の式で与えられる，	  
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但し	   U は直交行列である．得られた !Qに対し，全波動関数を 1座標関数の直積の形
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により与えられる．VSCF エネルギーは座標に依存するため，これを座標変換に対し
て最小化することで座標を最適化できる．変換行列に対するエネルギーの最小化は

Jacobi	   sweep アルゴリズムにより数値的に実行できる．アルゴリズムの詳細は当日
発表する．	  
得られた座標を用いて，振動状態計算を実行する．VSCF はあくまで平均場レベル
であり，分光学的精度を得るには相関理論へ進む必要がある．本研究では VCI 計算
を実行し，基準座標と最適化座標の比較を行った．以下では最適化座標に基づく VCI
を oc-‐VCIと表記する．	  
	  
[結果]	 開発した方法を水 2 量体の分子内振動モー
ドへ適用した．ポテンシャルエネルギー曲面は

MP2/cc-‐pVDZ レベルで 4 次テイラー展開ポテンシ
ャル関数を生成し，振動状態計算に用いた．図 1 に
水素結合ドナー水分子の OH 伸縮振動モードを示す．
基準座標は水分子の対称・逆対称伸縮振動となる．

また，対称伸縮振動はアクセプター水分子が 5%ほ
ど混ざり，非局在化している．一方，最適化座標は

ドナー水分子の OH 結合へ局在化する．これは OH
伸縮振動の強い非調和性を反映している．	  
	 表 1に VCI計算の結果を示す．VCI-‐(n)は量子数を
n 個まで励起を許した VCI 計算である．基準座標と最適化座標による VCI-‐(8)は 0.1	  
cm-‐1の精度で一致し，従って，benchmark 計算となる．表 1 から明らかなように，
基準座標を用いた VCI-‐(1)は VCI-‐(8)と比較し大きな誤差を生じている．特に，OH 逆
対称伸縮振動は誤差が大きく，ν5 とν6
の誤差はそれぞれ 54.0,	   115.0	   cm-‐1であ

る．一方，最適化座標を用いた oc-‐VCI-‐
(1)は精度が格段に改善し，絶対平均誤
差は 37.5	  から 4.6	   cm-‐1まで減少した．

oc-‐VCI-‐(1)の CI 次元は系の大きさに対し
て線形であるため，大規模な分子系に対

して非常に有効な方法である．	  
	  
	  [結論]	 振動状態計算において，座標系
をどのように選べば良いか，という古く

からの大きな問題を解決した．VSCF エ
ネルギーを最小化することで，座標は適

切に局所化する．詳細は当日発表するが，座標が局所化することにより，ポテンシ

ャルエネルギー曲面はコンパクトな形へ変換され，VSCF 波動関数が VCI 計算の良い
出発点となる．そのため，座標を最適化することで，相関レベルの振動状態計算は

厳密解へより速い収束を示す．座標を最適化することで，振動状態計算の適用範囲

が大きく広がる．	  
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	  	   VCI-‐(1)	   oc-‐VCI-‐(1)	   VCI-‐(8)	  

ν1	   1603.3	   (6.6)	   1602.3	   (5.6)	   1596.7	  

ν2	   1645.5	   (5.7)	   1644.6	   (4.8)	   1639.8	  

ν3	   3640.4	   (21.1)	   3621.7	   (2.4)	   3619.3	  

ν4	   3715.6	   (22.7)	   3695.1	   (2.1)	   3692.9	  

ν5	   3836.8	   (54.0)	   3788.4	   (5.6)	   3782.8	  

ν6	   3909.6	   (115.0)	   3801.5	   (6.9)	   3794.6	  

MAD	   	  	   37.5	   	  	   4.6	   	  	  

図 1.	  水 2量体の水素結合ドナー水分子
の OH伸縮振動モードと調和振動数．
(a)	  基準座標と(b)最適化座標．	  

: 3939 cm-1 
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Normal and (b) optimized coor-
dinates of weakly interacting HF aligned in one dimension.
Each HF is separated by 3 Å.

TABLE I. The zero-point energy (ZPE) and the fundamental
frequencies (in cm−1) of weakly interacting HF calculated by
VSCF based on normal and optimized coordinates, and the
deviations from VCI[4]-(8) in parentheses.

VSCFa VCI[4]-(8)b

Normal coord. Optimized coord.
ZPE 8419.5 (80.9) 8338.9 (0.4) 8338.5
ν1 4125.7 (51.3) 4075.6 (1.2) 4074.4
ν2 4136.2 (61.6) 4075.6 (1.0) 4074.6
ν3 4278.4 (193.5) 4087.0 (2.1) 4084.9
ν4 4289.3 (199.8) 4087.0 (2.5) 4089.5

MADc 117.4 1.5

a Optimized for the ground state. The fundamentals are the
virtual energies of the modals.

b The results based on normal and optimized are in agreement
within 0.1 cm−1.

c Mean absolute deviation.

The Hamiltonian with QFF is invariant with respect
to the coordinate transformation, so that VCI based on
normal and optimized coordinates are equivalent in the
full VCI limit. However, truncated VCI does depend on
the coordinates, and thus the behavior of convergence
may be different. In the following, we focus on the con-
vergence of VCI[m]-(k) with respect to m.

All the electronic structure calculations were carried
out at the MP2/cc-pVDZ level of theory35,36 using the
Gaussian09 program,37 and the vibrational structure cal-
culations by MaVi.38

IV. APPLICATIONS

A. Weakly-interacting hydrogen fluoride

In order to test the developed theory and program,
we have first studied a model system, in which four HF

molecules are aligned in line each separated by 3 Å. The
HF molecules do interact as the separation of 3 Å is not
far enough, yet their vibrational states are expected to
be well represented in term of local HF stretching coor-
dinates. The normal and optimized coordinates for the
HF stretching modes are shown in Figure 3. The normal
coordinates are delocalized over the two HF molecules re-
flecting the C2v symmetry of the system: symmetric and
asymmetric stretching coordinates of the edge molecules
(Q1 and Q2) and the inner molecules (Q4 and Q3). On
the other hand, the optimized coordinates are localized
to each HF molecule. λ0, derived in Appendix B, is cal-
culated to be 9.0×107 for Q̃1 and Q̃2, and 4.6×104 for Q̃3

and Q̃4, also indicating the advantage of local HF coor-
dinates. Therefore, the optimization of the VSCF energy
automatically generates local coordinates for weakly- and
non-interacting anharmonic oscillators.

The zero-point energy (ZPE) and the fundamental fre-
quencies obtained by VSCF are compared with those by
VCI[4]-(8) in Table I. VCI[4]-(8) based on the two coor-
dinates is found to be in agreement within accuracy of
0.1 cm−1. Thus, the selection of coordinates is not an is-
sue for the high level calculation. However, the low level
method (=VSCF) does depend on the coordinates. The
VSCF energies based on normal coordinates are found
with large deviations with a mean absolute deviation
(MAD) of 117.4 cm−1. In strike contrast, those based
on optimized coordinates are in excellent agreement with
MAD of 1.5 cm−1. This result clearly demonstrate the
impact of coordinate optimization which dramatically en-
hances the accuracy of VSCF.

B. Water dimer

Q1Q2Q3Q4Q5Q6Q7Q8Q9Q10Q11Q12

Q̃3Q̃4Q̃5Q̃6Q̃7Q̃8Q̃9Q̃10Q̃11Q̃12

Figure 4 shows normal and optimized coordinates of
water dimer for the intramolecular modes. The nor-
mal coordinates can be characterized as the bending,
and symmetric and asymmetric OH stretching modes of
each water molecule, though the symmetric OH stretch-
ing modes are found to be slightly delocalized to the other
water molecule by ∼ 6% in weight. The optimization
has transformed the OH stretching modes to local OH
stretching coordinates, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), while leav-
ing the bending coordinates unchanged. The present re-
sult indicates the strong anharmonicity of OH stretching
modes, which drives the coordinates to be localized to
the OH bonds.

VSCF and VCI calculations in six-dimension have been
carried out with the above coordinates for the intramolec-
ular modes. The ZPE and fundamental frequencies are
presented in Table II. The VCI-(8) results based on the
two coordinates are in good agreement with a maximum
deviation of 0.1 cm−1. Thus, VCI-(8) serves as a ref-
erence to evaluate the accuracy of VSCF and lower-rank

: 3918 cm-1 
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Normal and (b) optimized coor-
dinates of weakly interacting HF aligned in one dimension.
Each HF is separated by 3 Å.

TABLE I. The zero-point energy (ZPE) and the fundamental
frequencies (in cm−1) of weakly interacting HF calculated by
VSCF based on normal and optimized coordinates, and the
deviations from VCI[4]-(8) in parentheses.

VSCFa VCI[4]-(8)b

Normal coord. Optimized coord.
ZPE 8419.5 (80.9) 8338.9 (0.4) 8338.5
ν1 4125.7 (51.3) 4075.6 (1.2) 4074.4
ν2 4136.2 (61.6) 4075.6 (1.0) 4074.6
ν3 4278.4 (193.5) 4087.0 (2.1) 4084.9
ν4 4289.3 (199.8) 4087.0 (2.5) 4089.5

MADc 117.4 1.5

a Optimized for the ground state. The fundamentals are the
virtual energies of the modals.

b The results based on normal and optimized are in agreement
within 0.1 cm−1.

c Mean absolute deviation.

The Hamiltonian with QFF is invariant with respect
to the coordinate transformation, so that VCI based on
normal and optimized coordinates are equivalent in the
full VCI limit. However, truncated VCI does depend on
the coordinates, and thus the behavior of convergence
may be different. In the following, we focus on the con-
vergence of VCI[m]-(k) with respect to m.
All the electronic structure calculations were carried

out at the MP2/cc-pVDZ level of theory35,36 using the
Gaussian09 program,37 and the vibrational structure cal-
culations by MaVi.38

IV. APPLICATIONS

A. Weakly-interacting hydrogen fluoride

In order to test the developed theory and program,
we have first studied a model system, in which four HF

molecules are aligned in line each separated by 3 Å. The
HF molecules do interact as the separation of 3 Å is not
far enough, yet their vibrational states are expected to
be well represented in term of local HF stretching coor-
dinates. The normal and optimized coordinates for the
HF stretching modes are shown in Figure 3. The normal
coordinates are delocalized over the two HF molecules re-
flecting the C2v symmetry of the system: symmetric and
asymmetric stretching coordinates of the edge molecules
(Q1 and Q2) and the inner molecules (Q4 and Q3). On
the other hand, the optimized coordinates are localized
to each HF molecule. λ0, derived in Appendix B, is cal-
culated to be 9.0×107 for Q̃1 and Q̃2, and 4.6×104 for Q̃3

and Q̃4, also indicating the advantage of local HF coor-
dinates. Therefore, the optimization of the VSCF energy
automatically generates local coordinates for weakly- and
non-interacting anharmonic oscillators.
The zero-point energy (ZPE) and the fundamental fre-

quencies obtained by VSCF are compared with those by
VCI[4]-(8) in Table I. VCI[4]-(8) based on the two coor-
dinates is found to be in agreement within accuracy of
0.1 cm−1. Thus, the selection of coordinates is not an is-
sue for the high level calculation. However, the low level
method (=VSCF) does depend on the coordinates. The
VSCF energies based on normal coordinates are found
with large deviations with a mean absolute deviation
(MAD) of 117.4 cm−1. In strike contrast, those based
on optimized coordinates are in excellent agreement with
MAD of 1.5 cm−1. This result clearly demonstrate the
impact of coordinate optimization which dramatically en-
hances the accuracy of VSCF.

B. Water dimer

Q1Q2Q3Q4Q5Q6Q7Q8Q9Q10Q11Q12

Q̃3Q̃4Q̃5Q̃6Q̃7Q̃8Q̃9Q̃10Q̃11Q̃12

Figure 4 shows normal and optimized coordinates of
water dimer for the intramolecular modes. The nor-
mal coordinates can be characterized as the bending,
and symmetric and asymmetric OH stretching modes of
each water molecule, though the symmetric OH stretch-
ing modes are found to be slightly delocalized to the other
water molecule by ∼ 6% in weight. The optimization
has transformed the OH stretching modes to local OH
stretching coordinates, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), while leav-
ing the bending coordinates unchanged. The present re-
sult indicates the strong anharmonicity of OH stretching
modes, which drives the coordinates to be localized to
the OH bonds.
VSCF and VCI calculations in six-dimension have been

carried out with the above coordinates for the intramolec-
ular modes. The ZPE and fundamental frequencies are
presented in Table II. The VCI-(8) results based on the
two coordinates are in good agreement with a maximum
deviation of 0.1 cm−1. Thus, VCI-(8) serves as a ref-
erence to evaluate the accuracy of VSCF and lower-rank

: 3807 cm-1 
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Normal and (b) optimized coor-
dinates of weakly interacting HF aligned in one dimension.
Each HF is separated by 3 Å.

TABLE I. The zero-point energy (ZPE) and the fundamental
frequencies (in cm−1) of weakly interacting HF calculated by
VSCF based on normal and optimized coordinates, and the
deviations from VCI[4]-(8) in parentheses.

VSCFa VCI[4]-(8)b

Normal coord. Optimized coord.
ZPE 8419.5 (80.9) 8338.9 (0.4) 8338.5
ν1 4125.7 (51.3) 4075.6 (1.2) 4074.4
ν2 4136.2 (61.6) 4075.6 (1.0) 4074.6
ν3 4278.4 (193.5) 4087.0 (2.1) 4084.9
ν4 4289.3 (199.8) 4087.0 (2.5) 4089.5

MADc 117.4 1.5

a Optimized for the ground state. The fundamentals are the
virtual energies of the modals.

b The results based on normal and optimized are in agreement
within 0.1 cm−1.

c Mean absolute deviation.

The Hamiltonian with QFF is invariant with respect
to the coordinate transformation, so that VCI based on
normal and optimized coordinates are equivalent in the
full VCI limit. However, truncated VCI does depend on
the coordinates, and thus the behavior of convergence
may be different. In the following, we focus on the con-
vergence of VCI[m]-(k) with respect to m.
All the electronic structure calculations were carried

out at the MP2/cc-pVDZ level of theory35,36 using the
Gaussian09 program,37 and the vibrational structure cal-
culations by MaVi.38

IV. APPLICATIONS

A. Weakly-interacting hydrogen fluoride

In order to test the developed theory and program,
we have first studied a model system, in which four HF

molecules are aligned in line each separated by 3 Å. The
HF molecules do interact as the separation of 3 Å is not
far enough, yet their vibrational states are expected to
be well represented in term of local HF stretching coor-
dinates. The normal and optimized coordinates for the
HF stretching modes are shown in Figure 3. The normal
coordinates are delocalized over the two HF molecules re-
flecting the C2v symmetry of the system: symmetric and
asymmetric stretching coordinates of the edge molecules
(Q1 and Q2) and the inner molecules (Q4 and Q3). On
the other hand, the optimized coordinates are localized
to each HF molecule. λ0, derived in Appendix B, is cal-
culated to be 9.0×107 for Q̃1 and Q̃2, and 4.6×104 for Q̃3

and Q̃4, also indicating the advantage of local HF coor-
dinates. Therefore, the optimization of the VSCF energy
automatically generates local coordinates for weakly- and
non-interacting anharmonic oscillators.
The zero-point energy (ZPE) and the fundamental fre-

quencies obtained by VSCF are compared with those by
VCI[4]-(8) in Table I. VCI[4]-(8) based on the two coor-
dinates is found to be in agreement within accuracy of
0.1 cm−1. Thus, the selection of coordinates is not an is-
sue for the high level calculation. However, the low level
method (=VSCF) does depend on the coordinates. The
VSCF energies based on normal coordinates are found
with large deviations with a mean absolute deviation
(MAD) of 117.4 cm−1. In strike contrast, those based
on optimized coordinates are in excellent agreement with
MAD of 1.5 cm−1. This result clearly demonstrate the
impact of coordinate optimization which dramatically en-
hances the accuracy of VSCF.

B. Water dimer

Q1Q2Q3Q4Q5Q6Q7Q8Q9Q10Q11Q12

Q̃3Q̃4Q̃5Q̃6Q̃7Q̃8Q̃9Q̃10Q̃11Q̃12

Figure 4 shows normal and optimized coordinates of
water dimer for the intramolecular modes. The nor-
mal coordinates can be characterized as the bending,
and symmetric and asymmetric OH stretching modes of
each water molecule, though the symmetric OH stretch-
ing modes are found to be slightly delocalized to the other
water molecule by ∼ 6% in weight. The optimization
has transformed the OH stretching modes to local OH
stretching coordinates, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), while leav-
ing the bending coordinates unchanged. The present re-
sult indicates the strong anharmonicity of OH stretching
modes, which drives the coordinates to be localized to
the OH bonds.
VSCF and VCI calculations in six-dimension have been

carried out with the above coordinates for the intramolec-
ular modes. The ZPE and fundamental frequencies are
presented in Table II. The VCI-(8) results based on the
two coordinates are in good agreement with a maximum
deviation of 0.1 cm−1. Thus, VCI-(8) serves as a ref-
erence to evaluate the accuracy of VSCF and lower-rank

: 3783 cm-1 
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Normal and (b) optimized coor-
dinates of weakly interacting HF aligned in one dimension.
Each HF is separated by 3 Å.

TABLE I. The zero-point energy (ZPE) and the fundamental
frequencies (in cm−1) of weakly interacting HF calculated by
VSCF based on normal and optimized coordinates, and the
deviations from VCI[4]-(8) in parentheses.

VSCFa VCI[4]-(8)b

Normal coord. Optimized coord.
ZPE 8419.5 (80.9) 8338.9 (0.4) 8338.5
ν1 4125.7 (51.3) 4075.6 (1.2) 4074.4
ν2 4136.2 (61.6) 4075.6 (1.0) 4074.6
ν3 4278.4 (193.5) 4087.0 (2.1) 4084.9
ν4 4289.3 (199.8) 4087.0 (2.5) 4089.5

MADc 117.4 1.5

a Optimized for the ground state. The fundamentals are the
virtual energies of the modals.

b The results based on normal and optimized are in agreement
within 0.1 cm−1.

c Mean absolute deviation.

The Hamiltonian with QFF is invariant with respect
to the coordinate transformation, so that VCI based on
normal and optimized coordinates are equivalent in the
full VCI limit. However, truncated VCI does depend on
the coordinates, and thus the behavior of convergence
may be different. In the following, we focus on the con-
vergence of VCI[m]-(k) with respect to m.
All the electronic structure calculations were carried

out at the MP2/cc-pVDZ level of theory35,36 using the
Gaussian09 program,37 and the vibrational structure cal-
culations by MaVi.38

IV. APPLICATIONS

A. Weakly-interacting hydrogen fluoride

In order to test the developed theory and program,
we have first studied a model system, in which four HF

molecules are aligned in line each separated by 3 Å. The
HF molecules do interact as the separation of 3 Å is not
far enough, yet their vibrational states are expected to
be well represented in term of local HF stretching coor-
dinates. The normal and optimized coordinates for the
HF stretching modes are shown in Figure 3. The normal
coordinates are delocalized over the two HF molecules re-
flecting the C2v symmetry of the system: symmetric and
asymmetric stretching coordinates of the edge molecules
(Q1 and Q2) and the inner molecules (Q4 and Q3). On
the other hand, the optimized coordinates are localized
to each HF molecule. λ0, derived in Appendix B, is cal-
culated to be 9.0×107 for Q̃1 and Q̃2, and 4.6×104 for Q̃3

and Q̃4, also indicating the advantage of local HF coor-
dinates. Therefore, the optimization of the VSCF energy
automatically generates local coordinates for weakly- and
non-interacting anharmonic oscillators.
The zero-point energy (ZPE) and the fundamental fre-

quencies obtained by VSCF are compared with those by
VCI[4]-(8) in Table I. VCI[4]-(8) based on the two coor-
dinates is found to be in agreement within accuracy of
0.1 cm−1. Thus, the selection of coordinates is not an is-
sue for the high level calculation. However, the low level
method (=VSCF) does depend on the coordinates. The
VSCF energies based on normal coordinates are found
with large deviations with a mean absolute deviation
(MAD) of 117.4 cm−1. In strike contrast, those based
on optimized coordinates are in excellent agreement with
MAD of 1.5 cm−1. This result clearly demonstrate the
impact of coordinate optimization which dramatically en-
hances the accuracy of VSCF.

B. Water dimer

Q1Q2Q3Q4Q5Q6Q7Q8Q9Q10Q11Q12

Q̃3Q̃4Q̃5Q̃6Q̃7Q̃8Q̃9Q̃10Q̃11Q̃12

Figure 4 shows normal and optimized coordinates of
water dimer for the intramolecular modes. The nor-
mal coordinates can be characterized as the bending,
and symmetric and asymmetric OH stretching modes of
each water molecule, though the symmetric OH stretch-
ing modes are found to be slightly delocalized to the other
water molecule by ∼ 6% in weight. The optimization
has transformed the OH stretching modes to local OH
stretching coordinates, as shown in Fig. 4 (c), while leav-
ing the bending coordinates unchanged. The present re-
sult indicates the strong anharmonicity of OH stretching
modes, which drives the coordinates to be localized to
the OH bonds.
VSCF and VCI calculations in six-dimension have been

carried out with the above coordinates for the intramolec-
ular modes. The ZPE and fundamental frequencies are
presented in Table II. The VCI-(8) results based on the
two coordinates are in good agreement with a maximum
deviation of 0.1 cm−1. Thus, VCI-(8) serves as a ref-
erence to evaluate the accuracy of VSCF and lower-rank
VCI. VSCF and VCI[1]-(8) with normal coordinates yield

(a) 

(b) 

表 1.	  VCI-‐(1),	  oc-‐VCI-‐(1),	  および VCI-‐(8)による水 2
量体の分子内振動モードに対する基本振動数(cm-‐

1)．括弧内に VCI-‐(8)からの誤差，MADに絶対平
均誤差を示す．	  


